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[Music] 
 
Brandon Wenn: From runasradio.com,  you 're 
listening to RunAs Radio, the Internet audio talk show 
for IT professionals with Richard Campbell and Greg 
Hughes.  This is Brandon Wenn, announcing show 
#183, with guest Sean Deuby, recorded Thursday, 
October 14, 2010.  RunAs Radio is produced each 
week by PWOP Productions, providing professional 
media and podcasting services online at pwop.com.  
You can follow the boys on Twitter at 
twitter.com/runasradio. 
 
Richard Campbell: Thank you, Brandon.  This is 
Richard Campbell.   You're listening to RunAs Radio.  
With me, my co-host, Greg Hughes. 
 
Greg Hughes: Hey, how are you doing, man? 
 
Richard Campbell: I am well, sir.  It's the fall.  It's 
travel season.  I'm hither and yon through the power 
of time shifting. 
 
Greg Hughes: More power to you. 
 
Richard Campbell: And I'm sure I'll pick up a few 
on the road while you're off running around saving the 
world security crises. 
 
Greg Hughes: Alrighty. 
 
Richard Campbell: So, w e 'll have some new 
shows coming up here and they'll be in strange 
settings.  I got a new portable rig.  We'll be able to get 
some intimate recordings with various troublemakers 
and I 'll bet you I won't get through the fall season 
without at least one train wreck with Mark Minasi.  It's 
sort of inevitable. I'm just anticipating that that's going 
to happen. 
 
Greg Hughes: We love the Mark Minasi train 
wrecks.  That will be awesome. 
 
Richard Campbell: I think we have a bad influence 
on each other.  I've come to appreciate that, that 
that's sort of who I am these days.  But let's leave that 
for now and we have a guest on the line ready to talk 
to us.  Sean Deuby is the technical director for 
Windows IT Pro and SQL Server Magazine.  He has 
25 years experience in Enterprise IT, started out with 
Texas Instruments, moved on to Intel.  These are 
some great companies.  And these days he's focused 
on Active Directory and he continues to be an MVP 
for Active Directory.  Welcome, sir. 
 
Sean Deuby: Good afternoon, guys.  How 
are you doing? 
 
Richard Campbell: Well. 
 
Greg Hughes: Good.  Thanks. 
 

Richard Campbell: So we're talking Identity in the 
Cloud.  I think Identity is a tough enough topic all by 
itself, but what does the Cloud add to this? 
 
Sean Deuby: Well, it's just an evolution of 
what Identity management people had been doing all 
along and I'm an Identity geek and actually when we 
started out with all this, we didn't talk in terms of 
Identity.  We were just computer administrators. 
 
Richard Campbell: Right.  Yeah. 
 
Sean Deuby: And if you really think about it, I 
mean how Identity has evolved, it's gone from little 
tiny, tiny scope to much broader and broader scope. 
 
Greg Hughes: Sure. 
 
Sean Deuby: For example, way back when, 
1993, '95, or even before that, it was all done just on a 
single server at that time and so the scope of what 
you had to manage was just on that box, the Identity, 
just the accounts are on that box.  That actually 
includes mainframes as well if you think about it.  You 
know, that's obviously much larger in scale but the 
Identity storage is just on the box.  Then we got 
workgroups, Windows for Workgroups and stuff like 
that and you have multiple nodes and they kind of 
shared account information.  Each node, each little 
PC had its own Identity store. 
 
Greg Hughes: Right. 
 
Sean Deuby: But you could authorize them 
to access other resources in the workgroup.  So that 
made things a little bit easier, and then we moved up 
to LAN Manager. I don't know if you guys were in the 
business when LAN Manager 2.1 and 2.2 were 
around. 
 
Richard Campbell: I remember but I was a Novell 
guy and happier for it. 
 
Sean Deuby: Oh, absolutely.  Well, so when 
I stepped into client/server computing we were 
working at Texas Instruments with LAN Manager 2.2. 
I remember the weekly or maybe it was daily 
meetings with Microsoft, the operations meeting first 
thing in the morning when we talk about what went 
wrong today, when is this going to get fixed and it was 
cranky. 
 
Richard Campbell: Man. 
 
Sean Deuby: So I was really glad when 
Microsoft came up with NT because as an operating 
systems guy, that was the first real operating 
systems... 
 
Greg Hughes: Right. 
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Sean Deuby: Compared to what Mark has 
long called Wintendo.  So Mark and I go, Minasi, go 
way back so to speak.  So that was great and looking 
back at it I was amazed at how quickly we ran into 
scalability problems on that.  At Intel we had 14 
master -- actually we had 13 account domains, 
master account domains. 
 
Richard Campbell: Wow. 
 
Sean Deuby: They were numbered up to 14, 
but we actually had -- some manager didn't like the 
idea of an account domain being numbered 13 so we 
skipped over it. 
 
Richard Campbell: Oh, man. 
 
Sean Deuby: And an untold number of 
resource domains. You certainly remember what a 
web of trust that was.  That was a nightmare to 
manage. 
 
Richard Campbell: Yeah, no kidding.  I mean, 
that's even threatening in an Active Directory world.  
But pre-Active Directory, that's terrifying. 
 
Sean Deuby: Yes.  A former manager of 
mine once called, you know, you spend most of your 
time, it was like spaghetti strands in between all the 
domains and you spend most of your time trying to 
keep the spaghetti wet, keeping it working. 
 
Richard Campbell: That's a great analogy because 
it's just like that; it's like that little tenuous thread to 
that other cluster of machines.  You know, are we 
communicating on that pipe today? 
 
Sean Deuby: Yeah, exactly.  And so of 
course, Active Directory with its X500-ish background 
was a huge step up for that.  When we were building 
Active Directory, and I was fortunate enough to be 
relatively fresh in Intel and it was like I had to be 
involved in it, I managed to talk my way onto the team 
to do this, so much of it was on the work with political 
because back then it was all thou shalt have one 
force.  
 
Richard Campbell: Right. 
 
Sean Deuby: Thou shalt not need anything 
other than one force.  So lots of work was done in 
smoky backrooms to get various business groups that 
had their own domains that they managed to come on 
to the auspices of the single force and go into it 
without you. 
 
Richard Campbell: Right. 
 
Sean Deuby: That was quite a triumph so we 
manage to do that. Interestingly, after a few years we 
all realized you couldn't do this all on one force 
because of the security boundary thing. 

 
Richard Campbell: It wasn't actually a good idea. 
 
Sean Deuby: And we started of course 
seeing the spaghetti strands as far as this shows up 
again.  On top of that, other areas: HR databases, 
physical security databases, that you had to kind of all 
talk to.  So Identity began to expand beyond that to 
account for all of this and that's where we started 
talking about Active Directory services and that made 
things even more complicated because those strands 
of spaghetti are now quite complicated to put together 
and fashion.  We even had things like Virtual 
Directory services so you could have on the fly 
snapshots of multiple data sources.  But now, to make 
a long story long, we come up to Cloud Identity and 
as you said, Cloud Identity, that's an intimidating term 
because there are two words push together that are 
already intimidating by themselves. 
 
Richard Campbell: Yes, absolutely. 
 
Greg Hughes: Sure. 
 
Sean Deuby: That's why I won't say a word 
about the Cloud stuff.  Lots have been already spoken 
about that.  But Cloud Identity hopefully is pretty easy 
to explain.  It kind of falls into two areas.  There's the 
enterprise area and then there's the consumer area.  
In the enterprise area, it's all about extending your 
existing identity -- your on-premise identity -- which is 
usually something like Active Directory beyond the 
firewall that you have so that Cloud service providers: 
Software as a Service, platform as a service whether 
it's Azure or whether it's salesforce.com, can use 
those identities, the identities you already have 
instead of creating duplicates of their own because it 
has a whole host of problems associated with it. 
 
Richard Campbell: Well, just like they did when it 
was internal.  But I mean for most folks, AD doesn't 
extend beyond the internal firewall. I mean, we might 
have branch offices but those tend to be when, you 
know, secure encrypted connections.  Are you really 
talking about if we got to Cloud we've got to open up 
our AD to go over the wire even further? 
 
Sean Deuby: Well, and that has always been 
a starting point because you're the AD professional 
who doesn't get paid for making or taking risks to 
expose Identity data. 
 
Richard Campbell: Yeah. 
 
Sean Deuby: S o  y o u 're right.  Some 
companies have been, you know, they've gone so far 
as the people are starting to put read only domain 
controllers outside the firewall to special purposes 
and all of that.  But no, by and large, it's an extremely 
unpopular thing to do.   But for the IT professional and 
particularly for the Identity professional, the theory all 
about the Cloud computing and all that, the area that I 
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think is extremely important to start paying attention to 
and coming up to understand is the Cloud Identity 
aspects of it and in this paradigm that we're talking 
about for Cloud Identity it's a different paradigm. It's 
not using Kerberos. 
 
Greg Hughes: Right. 
 
Sean Deuby: It's using something called 
claims-based authorization and authentication to 
securely extend your Identity out to the service 
providers just giving them the information that they 
need to do it.  I wanted to mention the other aspect of 
Cloud Identity that is also very big is the consumer 
part of it.  The kind of a fun thing about the consumer 
part of Cloud Identity is that this is that you can 
actually explain to your non-technical friends and 
spouses and things like that what you do because it's 
so hard for us to say what is it that we do. 
 
Richard Campbell: Uh-hmm. 
 
Sean Deuby: I  don 't know if you have any 
interest in hearing the other half of the Cloud Identity 
where it fits in the consumer because that's also very 
big. 
 
Richard Campbell: Because when I think about 
Consumer Identity for Cloud, it's no different than 
Consumer Identity for Web.  Aren't they basically 
synonymous in that scenario? 
 
Sean Deuby: You're right.  Basically because 
the Cloud services, so this is from the consumer point 
of view, it's all Software as a Service. 
 
Richard Campbell: Right. 
 
Sean Deuby: Which is what you think of as 
web-based services, and you know when people hear 
Software as a Service and what it is, it's all sounds so 
esoteric.  You can simply say that, hey, Facebook is a 
Software as a Service. 
 
Richard Campbell: Right. 
 
Sean Deuby: You're using or you'r e  a  
consumer of a Software as a Service in terms of 
Facebook. But the basic assumption by any a 
consumer Cloud Identity is there's already plenty of 
identities stored in the Cloud. 
 
Richard Campbell: Right. 
 
Sean Deuby: In other words, identity 
providers like Google and Yahoo, Windows Live, 
Facebook, they're all identity providers and they're 
actually -- you know, you could call them Identity 
Providers because they've got an enormous number 
of user accounts, but they're also service providers so 
they give you things like Gmail and Bing 
personalization and as I said Facebook.  

 
Richard Campbell: Uh-hmm. 
 
Sean Deuby: But the idea is, and this is 
having had the chance to talk to a number of Cloud 
Identity professionals, what everybody wants to do 
right now, Microsoft, Google, PayPal, everybody, 
wants to do right now is they want to start minimizing 
the number of identities that are already out there, 
that you already have, that you have to keep adding 
passwords for.  The mantra at the Cloud Identity 
summit a few months ago was no more passwords 
and this is actually really, this is very easy to explain 
to people, the pain of Cloud Identity, because 
everybody hates entering all the user IDs and 
passwords for all the websites you use. 
 
Richard Campbell: Right. 
 
Sean Deuby: I keep a password vault and I 
went to look the other day and I have 189 websites all 
of which have to have their own identities and you 
don't have to be a technical person to hate having to 
enter it and of course for example my wife keeps all of 
hers on a clipboard someplace. 
 
Richard Campbell: Right. 
 
Sean Deuby: So it's a nightmare.  The idea 
behind where they're trying to go in the consumer 
Cloud Identity with protocols like OpenID and oAuth is 
instead of a new Software as a Service comes up and 
you have to create, register yet another ID and 
another password, you'll see and you're seeing this 
increasingly, hey, why don't you, would you like to 
register using your Google account. 
 
Richard Campbell: Right. 
 
Sean Deuby: Or your Yahoo account which 
is great.  The best example of what I've seen on that 
is it's called Twitter feed and you guys are probably 
familiar with it. 
 
Greg Hughes: Sure. 
 
Sean Deuby: When you're doing a blog entry 
or something like that, if you want to tweet the fact 
that you've got a new blog post or you want to send it 
to Facebook, you want to send it to LinkedIn or 
whatever, you register for Twitter feed and you use 
OpenID to authenticate you to the service. In other 
words, by using OpenID it says "Would you like to use 
your Google account instead of our own account?"  
Oh, yeah, sure. I'd use that.  And then it uses another 
protocol called oAuth and oAuth authenticates you to 
Twitter.  "Hey, what's your twitter account?  Would 
you like to authenticate to this?" Yes.  So you never -- 
you've just started using this service and you never 
had to enter a user ID and password on it.  You just 
use all of your existing.  That's what people are really 
wanting to try to get to, it's to make it much easier for 
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the consumer and for everybody because nobody 
wants to get into the headache of managing all these 
consumer identities. 
 
Richard Campbell: Right. 
 
Sean Deuby: But anyway, that's a consumer 
aspect of Cloud Identity.  So you've got the enterprise 
aspect and we got the consumer aspect of it. 
 
Greg Hughes: One of the issues with having 
to create say your 185 different identities and track 
those and what-not is in the real world people will 
reuse the same username and password over and 
over and over again. If it gets compromised in one 
place and you have to go and change it in all those 
other places in order to feel safe, at least with a single 
identity provider, like a great example is you're using, 
and lots of people are now signing on to systems 
using their Facebook ID for example.  If this ID relies 
upon that one identity provider party then I go and 
change my password in one place on Facebook or 
Google Apps or whatever it is, then that password is 
then reset for all of those services at the same time so 
there's real benefit there. 
 
Sean Deuby: Yes, and at the summit people 
talk about.  First the experiment of the UberPassword 
Store, the great password store in the sky and nobody 
i s  r e ally comfortable with that, certainly the 
consumers are not comfortable with the great 
password store in the sky and the general consensus 
is what everyone is moving forward is a Federated 
Trust.  So you have a number of the major identity 
providers and they have some kind of a relationship 
between them but the consumer has to authorize a 
certain degree of interaction in a way that they 
understand, hey, you know we can also give you, 
when you log onto this we can also add your, I don't 
know, your Picasso web photos into this if you allow 
us to authorize with Google. 
 
Greg Hughes: Sure. 
 
Sean Deuby: In this area, it's very much this 
question of security which is what's hovering over all 
of this obviously.  I had a nice conversation with 
Andrew Nash who is the director of Identity for PayPal 
and PayPal is considering, and I know they're playing 
with the idea of starting up an Identity broker service 
for the consumer where they take care of ZoneAlarm 
in firewall and we'd say "Oh, look.  There's an alert on 
this port.  Do the search and such and such.  Do you 
want to allow it?"  I don't know.  This is the same sort 
of thing only for identities where they would work on 
setting up the Service Level Agreements with the 
identity providers and provide a consumer-friendly 
interface that's a one stop shopping to go to manage 
all of that for some nominal fee of course to make it 
easy for the consumer. 
 

Greg Hughes: So when we're talking about, 
you know, you've done very clearly the difference 
between Consumer Identity in the Cloud and 
Enterprise Identity in the Cloud.  What's the story on 
the enterprise side?  On the consumer side, it sounds 
like we're talking about like relying parties and identity 
providers. 
 
Sean Deuby: Right. 
 
Greg Hughes: What were you referring to 
when you delineate the enterprise side? 
 
Sean Deuby: So on the enterprise side 
where things are migrating to or evolving is like I said 
claims-based authentication where instead of relying 
on a protocol like Kerberos, you rely on Claims to 
provide you with the information that you need to 
authenticate to a particular app that is outside your 
firewall.  The most common or the predominant 
method for doing that right now is Federation and the 
nice thing about this is that you, Joe Six-Pack inside 
Intel, what to access as Software as a Service.  Right 
now, one of the most prominent well known versions 
of this is Microsoft's SharePoint 2010 supports claims-
based authentication.  So you can have SharePoint 
for another company, expose it outside the firewall if 
you're collaborating with a company.  So Company B 
has got SharePoint out there.  In Company A, people 
in Company A want to access those SharePoint 
services because they're collaborating using 
Federation between Company A and Company B, 
draw six pack in Company A, it can go out to that 
SharePoint Server and access it just as if it were 
inside his firewall without having to provide user IDs 
and passwords and all that sort of thing making 
collaboration outside the firewall very easy to do.  As I 
said, Federation is the technology that is doing this 
and i t 's interesting because Federation has been 
around for awhile and it's been around in Microsoft for 
awhile a s  ADFS, Active Directory Federation 
Services. 
 
Richard Campbell: Right. 
 
Sean Deuby: And that's been since after 
Windows 2003, I can't remember exactly. 
 
Richard Campbell: Yeah.  ADFS really came with 
2008, in version 2.0 with R2. 
 
Sean Deuby: Ah, okay.  That's it. 
 
Richard Campbell: So that's sort of this as far as 
we've gotten with that. 
 
Sean Deuby: Right.  If you played with ADFS 
at all, for awhile you look at -- so first off, there's a 
learning curve because it's not the most intuitive 
process or technology to understand.  Once you learn 
how it works, you see that's all very well and good but 
it always seemed to me like it was technology without 
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a requirement base.  By the time you've got, went to 
the pain and trauma of implementing Federation, you 
have a limited number of use cases that would make 
it a good business case for it.  Oh, great.  Now I can 
logon to American Express Travel without having to 
provide a separate user ID and password. 
 
Greg Hughes: Uh-hmm. 
 
Sean Deuby: Was that worth all that effort? 
 
Richard Campbell: Exactly, yeah.  The bigger one 
is that the modifications that need to happen inside of 
applications to really assert claims in the first place, 
this is not a trivial thing to implement and when you 
look at the cost compared to you just save me typing 
my username and password. 
 
Sean Deuby: Yeah, very much so and I think 
that's why this is going to be an evolution and I would 
emphasize to anybody that happens to be listening to 
this that they need to be paying attention to 
Federation and claims-based authentication because 
right now just a few applications are written to be 
using it. 
 
Richard Campbell: Right. 
 
Sean Deuby:  More and more and more will 
be modified in their upcoming versions to use CBA 
and that will provide for a whole bunch of scenarios to 
get things done that you could never do before and 
start blurring safely some of the corporate boundaries 
that have been bricked up since the beginning of time. 
 
Richard Campbell: You know, when I think about 
this from the context of the Cloud, it makes perfect 
sense that I want to be able to log into a Cloud 
application and then that application will use ADFS to 
call back to the home Identity servers and assert the 
identity.  Right? 
 
Sean Deuby: Yeah. 
 
Richard Campbell: I presume that will be the 
model of implementation. 
 
Sean Deuby: Yes. 
 
Richard Campbell: But then I remember back to 
PDC 2009 and Project Sydney which is really about, 
to me the way I read it and I was just going back over 
the postings around this, was a VPN-like connection 
between the home servers and the Azure servers so 
that I could throw a read only AD up in the Cloud with 
this connections that stays synchronized and I have a 
local store to do Identity as if those Cloud machines 
were an extension of my office. 
 
Sean Deuby: That's an interesting variation 
of it.  Just off the top of my head, given a choice 
between Federation and putting an RODC up there, 

the thing I like about Federation and the basis of what 
claims are all about is that you're only making 
available to the Cloud app exactly the pieces of 
information that it needs to function. 
 
Richard Campbell: Right.  
 
Greg Hughes: Right. 
 
Richard Campbell: Well, it only asks for what it 
absolutely needs. 
 
Sean Deuby: Right.  Instead of putting a 
copy of your Identity store out there, you need to 
sense a read only and the passwords are out there.  
The actual account names and all sorts of directory 
information are still out there. 
 
Richard Campbell: Well, and just the cost of 
synchronization, as soon as I have substantial AD of 
any kind, that's probably one of the biggest machines 
in the Cloud for me is the one maintaining my identity. 
 
Sean Deuby: Yeah, that's very much so.  
Another aspect, and I would mention that there are 
also -- the Federation world is not just ADFS as well.  
There are a bunch of Federation providers out there 
and that really was to me the curve for them, the 
adaption for taking off, and the same with ADFS and 
especially ADFS 2.0, is they arrive in Cloud 
applications, then we had a clear-cut business case 
that says, "Oh, this makes all the sense in the world to 
have Federation.  If we want to use Cloud App A, 
Cloud App B, Cloud App C, I don't want to have to 
keep creating duplicate identities in all of these 
applications. I just want to extend what I have.  Not 
only is it the overhead, the security pass like one of 
the really big scary security aspects of it is so you 
create, you start using a Cloud app and you don't 
have Federation or anything like that, so you create 
shadow accounts, you create duplicate accounts for 
that Cloud app and then some period of time later 
some employee gets terminated.  Guess what?  You 
don't have a de-provisioning process for that Cloud 
app. 
 
Richard Campbell: Right. 
 
Sean Deuby: O r  y o u 'v e  f o r g o t t e n  a  
disgruntled employee can instantly logon from his 
own computer and wreak havoc. 
 
Richard Campbell: Yeah, the actual closing out of 
the user.  But, you know, you're just also pushing on 
this whole idea that what the direction of the Platform 
as a Service or Software as a Service, your overall 
application isn't going to be in one can.  You might 
have salesforce talking to pieces of your in-home 
system and your own custom extensions inside of the 
Cloud.  You don't want to try and force ROs all over 
the place.  You need just for them to ask for what they 
need. 
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Sean Deuby: Yeah, exactly.  As about the 
reuse of Blur, you have to adjust as you do with any 
corporation.  You have to be able to provision and de-
provision and have it be a for loop, not just a full 
feedback loop of hopeful lifecycle, not just one-sided 
lifecycle. 
 
Richard Campbell: Right. 
 
Sean Deuby: The good news, in this time of 
Cloud, everybody's worry, IT Pro's worry about their 
jobs and all that, the good news for the AD or the 
Identity professionals is that in my opinion the Identity 
professionals' jobs are safer than ever.  No one is 
moving Identity stores off the premise anytime soon. 
 
Richard Campbell: No. 
 
Sean Deuby: Now if I were a messaging 
support professional, I'd be looking at broadening my 
support skills as everybody, I don't know if everybody, 
but who is offloading Exchange is pretty popular. 
 
Richard Campbell: Yeah.  Your expertise in 
backing up Exchange can become suddenly 
unimportant. 
 
Sean Deuby: Yes. 
 
Richard Campbell: The fact that you understand 
Exchange as a whole just because you're de-posting 
it, doesn't mean you don't need to administer it still 
but your roles are going to change. 
 
Sean Deuby: Exactly. 
 
Richard Campbell: Identity seems to be one of the 
IT areas that is only getting to be a bigger and bigger 
problem. 
 
Sean Deuby: A bigger problem. I don't see 
that the core, the core directory service is not going 
anywhere.  I’m privy to what Microsoft is planning for 
the future and all that, they're playing where to better 
integrate it with what is coming with the Cloud, with 
Federation, and with Claims.  But the core service is 
not going anywhere doing anything in the near future.  
Now that means for the AD professional or the 
Identity professional that there are new skills involve 
that you need to begin to start understanding it, start 
paying attention to it, being able to do a little bit of 
work with it around Cloud Identity and because your 
company is going to be coming to you saying how do 
we do this sooner or later or you should be 
recommending that this be done.  You can tell the 
business decision makers, the BDMs, simply point 
out, look, point out that password de-provisioning, the 
account de-provisioning problem and say "Look, if you 
want to do this, let's do it right."  It's kind of a full circle 
because the pressures on the IT department right 
now, they're getting pressure from the BDMs because 

this sounds like it's money saving and BDMs are all 
about, they're all about money savings.  But IT of 
course, they're responsible for keeping the light 
screen, keeping the lights on in green out of servers.  
Brian Valentine used to say his job was to keep the 
lights green. 
 
Richard Campbell: Yeah. 
 
Sean Deuby: They're getting pushed by the 
BDMs in one direction, but in the other direction 
they're getting pushed by the customers because the 
customers see the ability to quickly and cheaply, or 
maybe they just think it 's cheaply, to get something 
done without the time and the frustration and maybe 
the expense of working with central IT.  Hey, we can 
just go out to this Cloud provider and do it this way.  
But what the BDM see is they see that their 
centralized dashboard that monitors all their business 
processes, some of the lights are starting to go dark 
when that happens, an IT of course is worried about 
the security of it all. 
 
Richard Campbell: Right.  They're the ones that's 
going to be left holding the bag if everybody's 
personal information gets out. 
 
Greg Hughes: Yeah. 
 
Sean Deuby: Exactly, exactly. 
 
Greg Hughes: So let's take some of the lingo 
that's coming out there and we've touched on a little 
bit of it, but maybe I'll throw out a few terms and we'll 
take them one at a time and maybe you can expand 
on them and explain on this and plug it back into what 
you've been talking about.  Would that be all right?  
So one term that we hear a lot more talking about 
Identity and assertion and making it work and stuff is 
XAML.  Can you explain what XAML is and how does 
that relate to the things that you're talking about? 
 
Sean Deuby: XAML is a markup language 
that is evolving as one of the big standards to 
communicate for Federation. 
 
Greg Hughes: So we hear about things called 
like relying parties and identity providers, and then 
also another term that seems to come up more and 
more often now is STS or Security Token Service.  
Will you be able to kind of explain what that is? 
 
Sean Deuby: Sure.  So you're right.  There's 
a lot of jargon associated around claims-based 
authentication and it varies depending on who you're 
talking to.  Now within Federation, the question of 
STS and this is the Secure Token Service, and the 
STS is a component of Federation in what my friend -- 
the process that Federation uses going back and forth 
is about seven steps between both the Identity 
Provider and the Service Provider. My friend Laura 
Hunter who is the -- what is she?  She's got a great 
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title, the Identity Architect from Microsoft IP or an 
Identity architect, she calls it the bouncy slide 
because Microsoft has been showing this for years. 
It's a great animated slide and it shows the token 
going back and forth and back and forth about seven 
or eight times to complete the work.  The Secure 
Token Service, the STS, does several things but one 
of the most important things that it does is it takes 
your Identity from Active Directory for example and 
takes it from what the service provider requires, the 
claims that the service provider requires to provide 
access to its resource and takes the Identity within 
Active Directory and create a set of claims around 
your Identity, for example, to pass to that service and 
it's called Claims Transformation. More jargon. 
 
Greg Hughes: Okay. 
 
Sean Deuby: But the idea is the simple thing 
to remember is that the STS is a component of 
Federation services that translates your internal 
corporate identity to a claims-based identity that be 
used safely externally to your company. 
 
Richard Campbell: All right.  This is hard core 
security identity stuff and almost a whole topic unto 
itself. I think we could probably spend a lot of time just 
digging through how this different Identity pieces 
move together. 
 
Sean Deuby: Yeah.  You can definitely go 
down the rabbit hole on this stuff. 
 
Richard Campbell: Yeah.  It also occurs to me that 
as companies are bringing Cloud into their enterprise, 
Identity is going to shape the nature of the apps that 
can be moved to the Cloud like there are definitely 
strata of once we have this level of authentication or 
recognition of an app, of a person within the 
organization, then we can run these kinds of apps and 
so on.  So there does seem to be a shaping force. 
 
Sean Deuby: Yes.  Very much so. 
 
Richard Campbell: Yeah, and an interesting 
challenge to sort of rope together these different 
pieces of technology.  I think the big stumbling block 
here, and we sort of touch on this earlier on, was the 
split between what the Ops guys are controlling, what 
the IT folks are controlling, and what the developers 
are controlling.  As soon as I have a dependence on 
developers to build in support for certain levels of app 
security, I'm going to have problems.  I can control 
things on my side here to push Identity around, but if I 
have to engage them now it's going to take longer and 
we have to, it's a much more complicated process. 
 
Sean Deuby: Yes, I know and I was just 
talking with Michele Bustamante a few days ago and 
we're talking about -- she's a developer as you well 
know, and we're talking about the need for developers 
to begin incorporating claims-based authentication 

claims into their applications as they develop and go 
on. 
 
Richard Campbell: Right.  Well, and just this idea 
that as Ops folks, we're going to have to push this 
requirements over to developers.  This is no different 
than getting away from the ASP.NET world, getting 
away from forms-based authentication and actually 
using AD, getting the developers to do that in their 
apps and checking roles and so forth.  This is just the 
next generation beyond that. 
 
Sean Deuby: Well, you know, it's interesting 
you should mention that because in a previous 
conversation I had awhile ago with Jack Henshaw 
who is the Identity guy for Quest software, software 
developers developing, putting new features into their 
apps is sort of the chicken and egg thing.  You know, 
they all want to spend the money to develop a new 
feature if they don't think anyone is going to use it and 
of course  more people aren't going to be using it until 
more developers start putting those capabilities into 
their applications. 
 
Richard Campbell: Yeah. 
 
Sean Deuby: But I think that claims-based 
auth is right now over the hump for that that people 
are realizing, and it's pretty easy sell to say, look, 
you'll be able to do these things with your app that 
you aren't able to do before and you could jump right 
in in the Cloud computing bandwagon if you have this 
capability. 
 
Greg Hughes: Yeah. 
 
Richard Campbell: Right.  It is a gatekeeper 
feature to get this working. 
 
Sean Deuby: Yes. 
 
Richard Campbell: Gentlemen, I think we've gone 
a little long here. I feel more Identity geek than I have 
in a long time.  Sean, thanks so much for coming on 
the show. 
 
Greg Hughes: Thanks, Sean. 
 
Sean Deuby: I appreciate it, always a lot of 
fun. 
 
Richard Campbell: And we'll talk to you next week 
on RunAs Radio. 


